A new perspective on old drugs: non-mitotic actions of tubulin-binding drugs play a major role in cancer treatment.
Microtubule-targeting agents (MTAs) are the most frequently used anti-cancer drugs. They can be divided into tubulin stabilizing and destabilizing agents. Their mode of action has been ascribed to their ability to interfere with the spindle apparatus and, thus, to block mitosis leading to tumor cell death. However, this view has been challenged in the last years and it became increasingly evident that non-mitotic actions of MTAs, i.e. their ability to affect the dynamics of interphase microtubules, are the most relevant mechanism underlying their efficacy. In this review we are presenting a distinct selection of examples of studies describing biological effects of MTAs in three areas: (i) mitosis-independent cell death and metastasis, (ii) tumor angiogenesis, and (iii) vascular-disrupting activity.